
 
Dear teams and officials 
 
We are looking forward to seeing you in Denmark for the European Boys’ Team 
Championship. 
 
As corona is unfortunately still an issue, here is a little information about the things to bear in 
mind whilst traveling to Denmark in connection with the championship. Please read the 
information carefully. 
 
First of all, we suggest that you check the Danish authorities’ website www.covidtravelrules.dk 
which is a guide answering almost any question you might have in connection with traveling to 
and staying in Denmark.  
 
Your team is traveling under the tourist rules. Tourist are divided in three categories: 
 

1) Fully vaccinated in an EU, OECD or Schengen country with a vaccine approved in EU 
2) Immune, which is when you have a positive PCR test, which is older than 2 weeks but 

not more than 8 months old 
3) Recently tested negative via rapid antigen or PCR test 

 
 
ENTRY TO DENMARK 
 
The rules were updated the 26. June now allowing habitually residents in all Schengen and 
EU countries to enter Denmark without having to quarantine. 
 
As from 1. July the electronic corona passport should be in force in all EU and Schengen 
countries. The EU corona passport is your documentation for your status of the above 3 
categories. Therefore, please make sure all players and staff download the corona passport to 
their smartphones. If you don’t have a smartphone, or if the corona passport for some reason 
should not be in force in your country of residence at departure, instead please bring relevant 
documentation for your access to Denmark (Full vaccination, immunity or recent test). You 
can read more about the kind of proof needed in case you cannot present an EU corona 
passport here (scroll down to “proof of a negative covid-19 test required for entry into 
Denmark”. 
 
At www.covidtravelrules.dk you can find the most recent colour of your country. Most of your 
countries are green. All countries and regions in EU/Schengen not listed in the scheme as 
green or red are yellow.  
 
If your country is green:  
If you are category 1 or 2 above: no testing before entering Denmark or after entering. 
If you are a category 3 test before entering Denmark is required. Either a PCR not older than 
72 hours, or a rapid antigen test, not older than 48 hours. No demand of testing directly after 
arrival. 

http://www.covidtravelrules.dk/
https://en.coronasmitte.dk/rules-and-regulations/entry-into-denmark/foreigners-resident-abroad
http://www.covidtravelrules.dk/


Documentation for vaccination, immunity or recent test is needed – preferably via corona 
passport (see above). 
 
 
If your country is yellow: 
Same as for green, though if you are category 3 you will need also a test after arrival in 
Denmark. And also here don’t forget the documentation (preferably via corona passport)  
 
WHILE IN DENMARK: 
 
Don’t forget to bring face masks. Even though face masks in most places in Denmark are 
not mandatory any more, they are needed e.g. for the bus. 
 
In Denmark massive testing is the key to keep the corona virus on an acceptable/low level. 
Unless you are category 1 or 2 above you will at all time during the championship need to 
have a recent negative test – not more than 72 hours old. 
Such tests are needed for dining indoor (e.g. breakfast at the hotel, the opening reception 
meal and the farewell dinner) and also for e.g. having a bath at the locker rooms at the golf 
club.  Therefore, you will need to take additional tests during your stay in Denmark.  
Rapid antigen tests can at the moment be taken for free in the same building as the official 
hotel. For the teams not staying at the official hotel, there are several other places, including 
one 2 km from the golf course, where such antigen test can be taken. You can find all 
locations at www.covidtravelrules.dk. 
Even though you are from a green country, hence not needing testing directly at arrival, you 
might consider taking a rapid antigen test at the airport to be sure that you have one valid for 
breakfast Sunday morning. 
 
When you take a rapid antigen test please remember to inform the testing facility about your 
phone number, as you will then get a sms with the result. You can also wait at the test facility 
to get a formal documentation for the result. However, this formal documentation would in 
general not be needed for restaurants etc. But it might be needed for you to return to your 
home country. 
 
If you are category 1 or 2 you will just need to present your EU corona passport or similar 
documentation at the restaurants etc. 
 
If you at arrival or during your stay is tested positive via a rapid antigen test, you will need to 
take PCR tests to verify the result. And until the results of those tests are known, you and 
maybe also your close contacts, will need to quarantine. 
 
 
 
RETURNING TO YOUR HOME COUNTRY: 
 
You will for most countries need a recent negative test. In general, a rapid antigen test would 
be sufficient. But for a few countries a PCR test is needed. If you need a PCR test to return to 
your country, such tests are also free in Denmark at the moment, and can be taken also at 

http://www.covidtravelrules.dk/


test facilities not far from the golf course. Please make sure the team captain of teams 
needing PCR test get in touch with the undersigned during the tournament, then we will make 
the relevant arrangement for the team to be PCR tested. 
 
To get a PCR test and to be able to see your result, you need to register at covidresults.dk. 
For the teams needing PCR tests please already now make the team members register 
themselves at the website. 
 
Any questions – please don’t hesitate to get in contact with me at lri@dgu.org  or phone +45 
4014 8653. 
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